Enroot is seeking a new team member!

We are looking for individuals that are enrolled at SDSU, preferrably in a master's program, to join the team. Enroot is a SDSU Zahn Center participant, which means we receive guidance, workspace, and additional assistance in developing our business idea and plans from the Zahn Center staff. We are specifically looking for individuals who are knowledgeable in front end development, graphic/digital design, business administration, and/or online learning to help grow the business. A passion for nonprofits/social enterprise is also a plus.

At this point, we are still in the design/development phase of building the business, so if you are interested in getting on the ground floor of a startup, this is a great chance. Here's a short blurb about us:

Who is Enroot and what do we do?
There’s a tremendous amount of time, money and passion being expended to solve today’s complex social and environmental issues. These problems require creativity, contextual knowledge, and practical tools to effectuate long-term change. Enroot leverages technology to bring social sector expertise and tools to a global population of socially conscious and active individuals through on-demand online courses, resource libraries, and an interactive online community.

The professional development courses address common obstacles faced by the sector, such as best practices for incorporating data in grant writing, how to develop metrics to demonstrate impact or how to use utilize low-cost or free technology to improve efficiency. The curriculum will be developed in collaboration with leading experts in the field who have first-hand knowledge in implementation. enroot’s course offerings are on-demand, meaning they are self-paced and accessible from anywhere on the globe.

If you are interested in learning more about Enroot, please reach out to Ashley Rodriguez, ash.rodriguez@outlook.com